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Purpose: We explored whether African-American (AA) primary care physicians (PCPs) have
different prostate cancer screening practices compared to non-AA PCPs, after adjustment for
potential confounding factors such as the proportion of AA patients in PCP practices.
Methods: We used SAS/SUDAAN to compare weighted responses from AA PCPs (n = 604)
with those from non-AA PCPs (n = 647) in the 2007–2008 National Survey of Primary Care
Physician Practices Regarding Prostate Cancer Screening. We used multivariate logistic
regression to calculate the weighted odds ratios (OR) and 95% confidence intervals (CI).
Results: We found that AA PCPs had higher odds of working in practices with above-the-median
($21%) proportions of AA male patients (OR, 9.02; 95% CI: 5.85–13.91). A higher proportion
of AA PCPs (53.5%; 95% CI: 49.5–57.4) reported an above-the-median proportion ($91%)
of PSA testing during health maintenance exams as compared to non-AA PCPs (39.4%; 95%
CI: 35.5–43.4; P , 0.0002). After adjusting for the proportion of AA patients and other factors,
we found that AA PCPs had higher odds of using PSA tests to screen men (OR, 1.74; 95%
CI: 1.11–2.73).
Conclusion: This study quantifies the magnitude of the differences reported in previous focus
group studies. Our results may be helpful in hypothesis generation and in planning future
research studies.
Keywords: African-American, physician practice patterns, prostate-specific antigen, screening
tests

Prostate cancer screening practices by African-American (AA) primary care physicians
(PCPs) comprise an important area of primary care research for several reasons. First,
incidence and mortality rates for prostate cancer are higher in African-American (AA)
men than in other racial/ethnic groups.1 Second, patients from specific race and ethnic
groups, including AA patients, may preferentially seek care from PCPs of their own
race.2–4 Finally, some AA PCPs have relatively large proportions of AA patients in
their practices.5–7
AA PCPs account for approximately 5% of all PCPs in the United States.8 If
respondents for a survey were selected from lists with no information regarding PCP
race, the study may not include sufficient numbers of AA PCPs to provide accurate
estimates for that group. Therefore, in order to accurately describe PCP practice
patterns, knowledge, and beliefs in the area of prostate cancer screening, we conducted
a nationally representative survey that included a sufficient number of AA and non-AA
PCPs to enable accurate estimates for both groups.8
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In this study, we investigate whether AA PCPs differ from
non-AA PCPs in their prostate cancer screening practices
after adjustment for potential confounding factors such as the
proportion of AA patients seen in different practices.

Methods
For the current study, we analyzed the 2007–2008 National
Survey of Primary Care Physician Practices Regarding
Prostate Cancer Screening, which was conducted by the
Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC).8 This
mailed survey presented PCPs with questions regarding their
individual practices and characteristics, their prostate cancer
screening practices, and other factors that may influence
screening. The Institutional Review Board at CDC and the
Office of Management and Budget reviewed and approved
this survey.
The survey methods have been described previously.8,9
Briefly, respondent PCPs were required to be office-based
physicians in family practice, general practice, or general
internal medicine, work at least 8 hours per week in outpatient
care, and provide routine health maintenance exams (HMEs)
at their site of primary practice care. Respondent PCPs were
excluded if their practice included no male patients over the
age of 40 years. The survey sample frame was taken from
the American Medical Association Physician Masterfile.
Disproportionate stratified random sampling was used to
provide a sufficient number of AA PCPs for comparisons with
non-AA PCPs. Data collection began in September 2007 and
was completed in October 2008. Respondents self-identified
their race on the survey by checking all that applied among
the following options: white, black or African-American,
Asian, Native Hawaiian or other Pacific Islander, and Native
American or Alaska Native. We defined AA PCPs using
the black or AA category, and non-AA PCPs as including
all other categories. The sample frame listed 31 AA PCPs
who identified themselves as non-AA on the questionnaire
and 12 non-AA PCPs who identified themselves as AA on
the questionnaire. In our analysis, we used race information
reported by the PCP on the questionnaire if different from the
information on the sample frame. The final number of eligible
participants was 1,100 AA PCPs and 1,119 non-AA PCPs.
The overall survey response rate was 54.9% (604/1,100) for
AA PCPs and 57.8% (647/1,119) for non-AA PCPs.
The survey questions had a variety of formats, including
instructions to mark “yes” or “no,” fill in a blank space with a
percentage, or indicate one of several options on a Likert scale
(eg, strongly disagree, disagree, neither agree nor disagree,
agree, or strongly agree). We converted responses for all
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q uestions into two categories in order to simplify the analysis
and interpretation of results. For continuous variables, we used
the median to construct the two categories (ie, ,the median
percentage vs $the median percentage). For Likert scale questions, we formed two groups by coding “agree” and “strongly
agree” as one category (ie, “agree”) and coding “strongly
disagree”, “disagree”, and “neither agree nor disagree” as the
second category (ie, “other responses”).
To evaluate whether AA PCPs and non-AA PCPs had
similar prostate cancer screening practices after adjustment
for potential confounding factors such as the proportion
of AA patients seen in different practices, we focused on
questions with $10% differences in responses between AA
and non-AA PCPs. This subset helped reduce the likelihood
of false positives that would be observed by random chance
when evaluating multiple questions.
Our conceptual model viewed prostate cancer screening
practices as being influenced by multiple factors, including
physician characteristics (PCP sex and race), type of
organization and location (single specialty group practice,
practice location in the South, and urban, inner city practice
location), patient characteristics ($26% of patients were
Medicare-eligible, $41% of patients were male, and $21%
of patients were AA), prostate cancer screening clinical
practices ($91% of HME patients receive prostate-specific
antigen [PSA]-based screening, and physicians provided
patients with educational materials), and other factors that
may influence screening (PCPs believe that digital rectal
exams [DREs] are a reliable tool for cancer detection, and
that PSA tests help protect against medical malpractice
claims, PCPs report that most medical colleagues provide
DREs and indicate that patients provide family history of
prostate cancer).
We used SAS software (version 9.2; SAS Institute,
Inc, Cary, NC) with callable SUDAAN version 10.0 (RTI
International, Research Triangle, NC) for all data analysis,
adjusting for the survey design, stratification, and weights.
We calculated survey-weighted proportions, 95% confidence
intervals (CI), and chi-square P-values for each variable in
the conceptual model. We used survey-weighted logistic
regression to calculate unadjusted odds ratios (OR) and
95% CIs for responses from AA PCPs, with non-AA PCPs
as the reference group, for each of the other variables in the
conceptual model, one variable at a time. We used multivariate survey-weighted logistic regression to calculate adjusted
ORs for responses from AA PCPs, using non-AA PCPs as the
reference group, where the independent variables included
all other variables in the conceptual model.
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Results
After adjustment for survey design, stratification, and
sample weights, we found that 4.8% (95% CI: 4.6–5.0) of
all respondents were AA and 95.2% (95% CI: 95.0–95.4)
were non-AA PCPs. The respondents represented 4,544 AA
and 89,995 non-AA PCPs nationally. More than 80% of the
respondent PCPs were board certified, regardless of race.
Differences in AA and non-AA PCP responses were ,10%
for 85.5% (174/206) of the questions.
The percentages, 95% CIs, and ORs in Table 1 are adjusted
for the survey design, stratification, and weights, but are not
adjusted for confounders. Compared with non-AA PCPs, a
larger proportion of AA PCPs were women, had an office in
the South, and were in an urban, innercity location. AA PCPs
reported smaller proportions than non-AA PCPs of practicing in a single-speciality group practice, male patients and of

patients using Medicare as their primary payment method, but
larger proportions of AA patients than non-AA PCPs.
AA PCPs also reported that a larger proportion (above
the median of 91%) of healthy men received PSA testing
during their health maintenance exams (Table 1). Although
proportions were relatively low for both AA and non-AA
PCPs, we found that AA PCPs were more likely to provide
educational materials informing men about prostate cancer
screening.
Survey results additionally showed that AA PCPs were
more likely than non-AA PCPs to agree that the DRE was
a reliable tool for cancer detection in average-risk men
(Table 1). In contrast, AA PCPs were less likely than non-AA
PCPs to agree that PSA testing of average-risk men helped
protect the PCP against malpractice claims, that male patients
reported information about their family history of prostate

Table 1 Unadjusted survey weighted percents, 95% confidence intervals (CI), and odds ratios (ORs) for responses from AA and nonAA PCPsa
Characteristic
Physician characteristics
Female
Type of organization and location
Single-specialty group practice
Practice location in South
Urban, inner city
Patient characteristics
Medicare $ 26% of patients
Male $ 41% of patients
AA $ 21% of male patients
Screening clinical practices
HME patients receive PSA $ 91%
Provide educational materialsb
Beliefs/factors influencing screening
DRE is reliable tool for cancer detectionc
PSA helps protects from malpracticec
Men provide family history of prostate cancerb
Most medical colleagues provide DREsc

PCP

%

95% CI

OR

95% CI

AA
non-AA

47.6
28.3

43.9–51.4
24.9–31.9

2.31
1.0

1.84–2.90
–

AA
non-AA
AA
non-AA
AA
non-AA

28.5
42.3
60.1
32.5
30.9
10.7

25.3–32.1
38.4–46.2
56.3–63.8
28.8–36.3
27.5–34.6
8.5–13.4

0.55
1.0
3.13
1.0
3.74
1.0

0.43–0.69
–
2.49–3.95
–
2.75–5.09
–

AA
non-AA
AA
non-AA
AA
non-AA

37.7
51.0
29.8
48.7
76.4
22.9

34.0–41.5
46.9–55.0
26.4–33.4
44.8–52.6
73.1–79.5
19.7–26.4

0.58
1.0
0.45
1.0
10.93
1.0

0.46–0.73
–
0.36–0.56
–
8.42–14.19
–

AA
non-AA
AA
non-AA

53.5
39.4
27.2
15.2

49.5–57.4
35.5–43.4
24.0–30.7
12.6–-18.3

1.77
1.0
2.08
1.0

1.41–2.23
–
1.57–2.75
–

AA
non-AA
AA
non-AA
AA
non-AA
AA
non-AA

62.4
52.1
58.8
70.5
51.8
63.7
56.8
68.2

58.6–66.0
48.1–56.0
55.0–62.6
66.7–73.9
48.0–55.6
59.8–67.5
53.0–60.6
64.4–71.9

1.52
1.0
0.60
1.0
0.61
1.0
0.61
1.0

1.22–1.90
–
0.47–0.76
–
0.49–0.77
–
0.48–0.77
–

Notes: aN = 1,256. Percents, 95% CIs, and ORs are adjusted for the survey design, stratification, and weights, but are not adjusted for multiple variables. ORs for each
characteristic are calculated with survey-weighted logistic regression and compare responses from AA PCPs with non-AA PCPs as the reference group. All comparisons have
P-value #0.0002; busually/always; cagree/strongly agree.
Abbreviations: AA, Black, African, or African American; CI, confidence interval; DRE, digital rectal exam; HME, health maintenance exam; OR, odds ratio; PCP, primary
care physician; PSA, prostate-specific antigen test; USPSTF, US Preventive Service Task Force.
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cancer, or that most of their medical colleagues routinely
provided DREs to male patients.
In adjusted logistic regression analysis, AA PCPs had
higher odds than non-AA PCPs of being female, practicing in
the South, having an innercity urban location, and reporting a
larger proportion of AA patients in their practices (Table 2).
Compared to non-AA PCPs, the AA PCPs had lower odds
of practicing in a single specialty group setting and of
reporting larger proportions of Medicare or male patients in
their practices. AA PCPs had higher odds of screening their
health maintenance exam patients with PSA tests, providing
educational materials to their patients about prostate cancer
Table 2 Adjusted odds ratios for responses from AA PCPs and
non-AA PCPsa
Characteristic
Physician characteristics
Female
Type of organization and location
Single specialty group practice
Practice location in South
Urban, inner-city
Patient characteristics
Medicare $ 26% of patients
Males $ 41% of patients
AA $ 21% of male patients
Screening clinical practices
HME patients receive PSA $ 91%
Provide educational materials
Beliefs/factors influencing screening
 DRE is reliable tool for cancer
detection
PSA helps protects from malpractice
 Men provide family history
of prostate cancer
 Most medical colleagues provide
DREs

PCP

OR

95% CI

AA
non-AA

2.25
1.0

1.41–3.60
–

AA
non-AA
AA
non-AA
AA
non-AA

0.44
1.0
2.65
1.0
3.23
1.0

0.27–0.72
–
1.67–4.21
–
1.90–5.50
–

AA
non-AA
AA
non-AA
AA
non-AA

0.62
1.0
0.28
1.0
9.02
1.0

0.40–0.96
–
0.17–0.43
–
5.85–13.91
1.0

AA
non-AA
AA
non-AA

1.74
1.0
2.34
1.0

1.11–2.73
–
1.37–3.99
–

AA
non-AA
AA
non-AA
AA
non-AA
AA
non-AA

2.36
1.0
0.43
1.0
0.57
1.0
0.61
1.0

1.46–3.80
–
0.27–0.68
–
0.35–0.94
–
0.39–0.94
–

Notes: aORs were calculated using survey-weighted logistic regression, and are
adjusted for the survey design, stratification, weights, and multiple variables. The
ORs compare responses from AA PCPs with non-AA PCPs as the reference group
and adjust for confounders by including all other characteristics listed in this table as
independent variables. The Hosmer-Lemeshow Satterthwaite Goodness of Fit Test
P-value for this model was 0.14.
Abbreviations: AA, Black, African, or African American; CI, confidence interval;
DRE, digital rectal exam; HME, health maintenance exam; OR, odds ratio; PCP, primary
care physician; PSA, prostate-specific antigen test; USPSTF, US Preventive Service
Task Force.
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screening, and believing DRE to be a reliable tool for cancer
detection. AA PCPs had lower odds of reporting that PSA
testing protected them from medical malpractice, their male
patients provided a family history of prostate cancer, or that
most of their medical colleagues provided DREs.

Discussion
Using a national survey with sufficient numbers of AA PCPs to
enable accurate estimates for both AA and non-AA PCPs, we
found that the magnitude of the difference between AA PCP
and non-AA PCP responses was ,10% for most questions.
However, we also identified a small number of questions
with differences $10% in magnitude and P-values #0.0002,
values that persisted after adjustment for factors such as the
proportion of AA patients in the PCP practices.
Prior to the current study, little quantitative data was
available concerning differences in prostate cancer screening
practices between AA and non-AA PCPs. Focus groups have
been conducted, but involving relatively small numbers of
PCPs.6,7 The focus group reports recommended additional
research with larger numbers of PCPs in order to confirm
the findings of their studies.
The current study results are generally consistent
with those from previous focus group studies,6,7 but go
beyond those studies by quantifying the magnitude of the
differences and providing additional insights. For example,
in the AA focus group study, most physicians indicated
that they did not use any educational materials because the
available materials were of poor quality and the viewpoints
expressed were not appropriately balanced.7 In the current
study, the proportion of AA PCPs providing patients with
supplementary educational materials was relatively small, but
the proportion of AA PCPs providing educational materials
was higher than in non-AA PCPs.
In both the AA PCP focus group study7 and the current
national survey, AA PCPs reported higher proportions of AA
patients. These results are consistent with studies suggesting
that patients from specific race and ethnic groups, including
AA patients, may preferentially seek care from PCPs of their
own race or reside in areas mostly served by AA PCPs.2–4 It is
important to note that AA physicians comprise an important
source of healthcare for AA patients.2–4
The 2007–2008 survey does not provide a definitive
answer as to why AA PCPs reported more frequently than
non-AA PCPs that their HME patients receive PSA tests.
One hypothesis is that AA PCPs are more likely to screen
AA patients in their practices because these physicians
are more aware of the higher burden of prostate disease in
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AA patients.7 This greater awareness may have been obtained
through either professional observation of patients or the
personal experience of friends or family members diagnosed
with prostate cancer.10 Some AA PCPs may also believe that
the ratio of benefit to harm for screening is more favorable
among AA men.7
During the duration of the current survey, the clinical
considerations statement in US Preventive Services Task
Force (USPSTF) recommendations included wording that
may have permitted PCPs to come to conflicting conclusions
regarding prostate cancer screening.11 The USPSTF summary
recommendation stated that “the evidence is insufficient
to recommend for or against routine screening” using PSA
testing or DRE.11 In contrast, some PCPs may have concluded
from this statement that PSA tests should not be performed,
particularly because of the USPSTF clinical consideration
statement that “screening is associated with important harms,
including frequent false-positive results and unnecessary
anxiety, biopsies, and potential complications of treatment
of some cases.”11 Another possibility is that some PCPs
may have concluded that PSA testing was permissible,
particularly because of the USPSTF clinical consideration
statement that “if early detection improves health outcomes,
the population most likely to benefit from screening will be
men 50 to 70 years of age who are at average risk and men
older than 45 years of age who are at increased risk (AfricanAmerican men and those with a first-degree relative with
prostate cancer).”11
The reported difference by PCP race in the frequency
that their HME patients received PSA tests may have also
been influenced by factors that were not addressed in the
2007–2008 questionnaire. For example, the questionnaire
did not include information regarding PCP personal health
practices, such as physical activity, diet, drinking habits,
and smoking habits.10 In a different study of prostate cancer
screening practices reported by US medical students, personal
health practices confounded the association between the
student’s race and PSA screening frequency.10 In that study,
no statistically significant relationship between the student’s
race and the frequency of offering PSA counseling was found
after adjusting for the student’s personal health practices.10
Most PCPs agreed or strongly agreed that providing
PSA testing to average risk patients helped protect them
from medical malpractice claims. PCP concern regarding
legal liability for delay in diagnosis has been suggested as
one of the potential factors contributing to the common use
of PSA testing in the US.12 Additional research is needed to
test this hypothesis.13 A study has reported on whether PCPs
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changed their prostate cancer screening behavior before,
during, and after one of the PCPs in their community was
sued for using shared decision making rather than PSA testing.13 This study concluded that PCPs in that community
continued to use shared decision making and to let patients
decide whether to be screened, but the use of PSA-testing
increased.13 In the current study, medical malpractice concerns appeared less influential for AA compared with non-AA
PCPs. The reasons for this difference are not known.
The current study has several strengths. First, the
questionnaire content was developed using a broad range
of methodologies including literature reviews, PCP focus
groups, and pilot testing of the survey instrument.5–7 Second,
the study included relatively large numbers of AA PCPs,
which enabled a more detailed examination of practice
differences by PCP race. Third, questions with larger ($10%)
differences had a chi-square P-value of #0.0002, reducing
the likelihood of false positives that may have been observed
by random chance if multiple questions were evaluated
statistically.
The current study also has limitations. First, although
survey response rates were similar for AA PCPs and
non-AA PCPs, more than 40% of PCPs in both groups were
nonrespondents. These response rates are consistent with
previous observations that physicians often may be less
likely than other groups to respond to mail surveys.14 For
the current survey, the prostate cancer screening practices of
PCP nonrespondents is unknown.15 Second, we dichotomized
variables in order to simplify the analysis and interpretation
of results, and this simplification may have resulted in loss
of some information from the original multiple categories.16
Third, the survey results were not validated by chart review
or patient interviews.17
Fourth, from the perspective of current public health
practice implications, an unknown is the extent to which
current PCP practice patterns may be different from those
in the 2007–2008 survey due to changes over time in PSA
screening recommendations.11,18,19 For example, in 2012,
the USPSTF recommended against performing PSA-based
screening for prostate cancer in all men because there was
“moderate or high certainty that the service has no net
benefit or that the harms outweigh the benefits.”19 The 2012
USPSTF recommendations for AA men were the same as
those for non-AA men.19 These recommendations have been
controversial.20,21 In addition to several other objections,
critics argue that the USPSTF underestimated the benefits
and overestimated the harms of PSA screening, particularly
for higher risk populations such as AA men.20 An updated
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PCP survey is necessary to determine current practice
patterns and to evaluate whether PCPs are following the
2012 USPSTF recommendations or alternative, more recent
recommendations by others.19–21

Conclusion
PCP prostate cancer screening practice patterns as reflected
in this study are generally consistent with the findings of
previous focus group studies. The national survey analyzed
here quantifies the magnitude of the differences reported in
such focus group studies and provides insights that may be
useful in hypothesis generation and the planning of future
research studies.
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